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APPLICATION TO THE RADIATIVE PLASMA FOCUS 

S.LEE 
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469 Bukit Timah Road, Singapore 1025 

ABSTRACT: Energy, and pressure (E-P) balance is extended to 
radiative compressions. A radiative plasma focus model is 
developed for computation of trajectory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Intense compressions are important for the generation of matter 

at extreme temperatures and densities. Applications are in the 

area of laser and magnetic fusion. One critical parameter in 

compressions is the minimum radius rm usefully expressed as a 

ratio~= rm/r0 , r 0 being the initial radius. For both laser 

fusion (Hora & Miley 1984) and pinch fusion (Haines 1982) 

compressions may be used to reduce~ to the smallest possible 

value equivalent to the largest compressed density. 

2. E-P BALANCE, LOSSLESS CASE 

It has been shown by Lee (1983,1988) that the application of 

energy balance and pressure balance (E-P balance) is sufficient 

to determine the minimum radius for fast lossless compressions. 

For example for spherical compressions by a force field of force 

F, E-P balance yields: 

F = 3 (y-1) Jro Fdr 
m frs Im r,. 

(1) 

from which it can be seen that the final radius ratio~= rm/r
0 

depends only on (1) '(, the specific heat ratio and (2) the form 

factor of F ie its variation over the trajectory. km is 

independent of the absolute magnitude of the compressing force. 

Here fn the reflected shock over-pressure ratio may be taken to 

be a function only of '1 . 

3. E-P BALANCE, WITH RADIATION LOSSES 

We include radiation losses into the E-P balance to see what 

other factors are introduced that may also limit the compression. 

As the force-driven shock compresses the mass from r
0 

to rm 

suppose there is an integrated radiation loss of L. Thus the 
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internal energy at minimum radius is Um= W-L where Wis the work 

done by the force field. We may write Was the integral of F 

over the trajectory as the 'piston' first drives the converging 

shock on-axis and then drives the reflected shock radially 

outwards until it hits the piston at position rm, ending the 

compression. From this energy balance and the corresponding 

pressure balance at rm we may, following Lee (1988) write the E-P 

balance including loss term as: 

Eq 2 may also be written in terms of the radiation power Ras: 

fzsim R + Ls = f Ia Rdr (3) 
3(y-l) m ~ 

where s= ( 3. 3xl09 ) -1 • 

Putting L=O in Eq 3 shows that the final radius rm is 

independent of the amplitude of R for the lossless case. However 

with the inclusion of the term L the amplitude of R cannot be 

factorised out and cancelled. For the lossy case the final 

radius rm may be dependent on the ·magnitude of R. 

We may plot the values of the left hand side FL and the right 

hand side FR functions of Eq 3 as functions of r between r 0 and 

rm. The point where the FL function intersects FR function defines 

the E-P balance radius or rm. This is done schematically in Fig 

1 for the two cases, lossless and lossy to illustrate the role 

of the loss term in shifting the E-P balance point to a smaller 

minimum radius rm. 

The loss term itself may be evaluated by 

L = J t. dQ = Jr o [ dQ I dr] dr 
o r. dt dt 

(4) 

(5) 

represents the rate of Bremsstrahlung and line radiation 

(Koshelev & Sidelnikov 1985). Here the temperature T may be 

computed at each step by an energy balance equation. A study of 

Eqs 3-5 shows that with the inclusion of radiation loss the 



factors determining rm are: (1) Y, specific heat ratio, (2) z, 
charge number, and ( 3) form factor of R (variation of R as 

function of r) as well as the magnitude of R. 

4. HODEL FOR THE RADIATIVE PLASMA FOCUS 

To study an actual application of these ideas to a lossy 

compression we consider a plasma focus compression in its final 

phase with the piston at position rP still compressing inwards 

after the shock has gone on-axis. Starting with the First Law of 

Thermodynamics: 

dh = dQ+VdP where h = __:t_pv 
y-1 

with V = 1tr~zf 
(6) 

with V = Trr/zf where zf = length of the plasma column, we write 

the following equation {Lee 1990) for the piston radial motion: 

drP = [-rP dI __ l_!...E_ dzf + 41t (y-1) IP dQ]/(.1.:l) (?) 
dt yI dt y+l zf dt µyzf I 2 dt y 

For the elongation of the focus column we may write: 

(8) 

Hereµ= permeability and p0 = ambient density. The electric 

current I is given by the following circuit equation (Lee 1990): 

dI 
dt 

= 

Jidt u b dz u z dr 
V --- - ~ln---f +~I___..!.--==-e.-IR 
~ C0 2Tt re dt 2Tt re dt 

L +L (lnc) z +L (ln_E_) zf 
0 21t O 21t r p 

(9) 

(V0 = initial voltage on capacitor C0 , L0 = external inductance, 

b = cathode radius, a= anode radius, c = b/a, z
0 

= length of 

anode) where the plasma resistance is: 

R = 
129 lnAZzf 

(10) 

Considering Joule heating, Bremsstrahlung and line radiation: 
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dT 
dt 

dQ 
dt 

129lnA(y-l)ZI2 

k(1tr:> 2niT312 (l+Z} 

- (y-1) T dzr 
Zr dt 

C1T1hniz3 (y-1) 

k(l+Z} 

- 2 (y-1) T dre 
Ip dt 

c2 (y-1) nizz: 

kT(l +Z} 

(11) 

(12) 

where the ion density ni may be written as ni = fe n 0 (a/rp} 2
, and n0 

is the ambient number density. Treating the focus as a pinch, 

elongating as it compresses we may from the geometry write fe -

o. 5. Here k is Boltzmann's constant, ln.A.- 10 and c 1 = 1. 6 x 10-

4o, c 2 = 4. 6 x 10-31 where SI uni ts are used with T in °K. 

Eqs 7, 8, 9 and 12 may be considered as a system of 4 coupled 

equations which may be used for the step-by-step integration of 

the four variables rp, zf and I and T with a linear relationship 

being assumed between a variable and its derivative. At each 

step, Eqs 10 and 11 may be used to compute Rand dQ/dt which are 

needed in Eqs 7 and 9. The values of Z and Y (for each test gas} 

are functions of T and these have been computed in a separate 

exercise (Yong & Lee 1994) using Saha Equations so that they may 

be used at each step. With the availability of Zand~ as 

functions of T, Eqs 7 to 12 may be treated as a closed system for 

the solution of the plasma focus trajectory. Work on this 

solution is progressing and results will soon be reported. 

5. INDICES OF COMPRESSIBILITY 

It is expected that '{ and Z will have important roles in 

determining the trajectory. We may consider that'(= (f+2}/f is 

an index of compressibility (Lee 1983a} based on the non-radiative 

degrees of freedom f. As f increases to large values e.g. 15 the 

value of Y tends towards unity at which limit it becomes 

perfectly compressible since at the limit f=«> the gas cannot heat 

up and hence has no pressure to resist any compressing force. On 

the other hand Z determines the amount of radiation and it may 

be useful to consider it as an index of compressibility based on 

radiative cooling expressed as a degree of freedom fnd• It would 

be useful to combine the two indices into one generalized index 

of compressibility. 
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Fig 1: 

r > 

Illustrating how radiation cooling shifts the minimum radius from rm' 
(lossless case) to rm (lossy case). FR is RHS function of Eq (3). FL is 
LHS function of Eq (3). FL' is LHS function minus the loss term Ls. 
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